Abstract-We present a novel decoding algorithm for q-ary low-density parity-check codes, termed symbol message passing. The proposed algorithm can be seen as a generalization of Gallager B and the binary message passing algorithm by Lechner et al. to q-ary codes. We derive density evolution equations for the q-ary symmetric channel, compute thresholds for a number of regular low-density parity-check code ensembles, and verify those by Monte Carlo simulations of long channel codes. The proposed algorithm shows performance advantages with respect to an algorithm of comparable complexity from the literature.
I. INTRODUCTION
There is a large body of literature considering message passing algorithms for binary low-density parity-check (LDPC) codes. In his seminal work [1] , Gallager proposed two different message passing algorithms for LDPC codes, nowadays known as Gallager A and B, which exchange binary messages between check nodes (CNs) and variable nodes (VNs). In [2] , algorithm E was proposed, where messages take values in a ternary alphabet. A powerful algorithm, referred to as binary message passing (BMP) was introduced in [3] . Although the exchanged messages are binary, the algorithm is able to exploit soft information from the channel at the VNs. An extension of BMP to ternary message alphabets was studied in [4] . A finite alphabet message iterative decoder for the binary symmetric channel (BSC) was presented in [5] .
Various works in the literature study the extension of binary LDPC codes to larger fields, including the original work by Gallager [1] . Nonbinary LDPC codes constructed over finite fields for binary-input Gaussian channels were investigated in [6] . Different simplified message passing algorithms were studied in [7] , [8] . Regarding q-ary symmetric channels (q-SCs), a majority-logic-like decoding algorithm was introduced in [9] , while verification based decoding algorithms were studied in [10] - [13] . Both algorithms target large field orders. In [14] a list message passing decoding algorithm for q-ary LDPC codes over the q-SC was proposed, which is practical when the list size is small. For list size 1, the exchanged messages take values in a (q + 1)-ary message alphabet, composed of the elements of F q and an additional erasure message. In [15] a decoding algorithm for q-ary LDPC codes was presented, for which the CN and VN operations are implemented by means of look up tables. It makes use of the information bottleneck method and is practical for small q.
This paper targets q-ary LDPC codes for which we propose a low-complexity decoding algorithm, termed symbol message passing (SMP). The proposed algorithm can be seen as an extension of BMP to q-ary codes and q-ary message alphabets. Similarly to BMP, it can exploit soft information from the channel at the VNs. Over the q-SC, SMP becomes a natural generalization of Gallager B [1] . We develop a density evolution (DE) analysis for SMP over the q-SC. For large q, the evaluation of DE becomes infeasible, due to the increasing complexity. To tackle this, we derive tight upper and lower bounds on the iterative decoding thresholds, which can be efficiently evaluated even for very large q. Simulation results are compared with the decoding thresholds obtained via DE. Both the analysis and the simulations are provided for the case of regular LDPC code ensembles for ease of exposition. However, the extension to irregular ensembles is straightforward. For the considered ensembles, the derived thresholds are superior to the ones obtained in [14] with list size 1.
The proposed algorithm is of interest, among others, for applications with high decoding throughput and low decoding complexity requirements, such as optical communications. Another application area is code-based post-quantum cryptography, for which binary regular LDPC codes are considered in the literature [16] . Nonbinary codes can render cryptanalysis more difficult, but there is the need for simple decoders. Consider a q-SC with error probability ϵ, input alphabet X and output alphabet Y, with X = Y = {0, α 0 , . . . , α q−2 }, where α is a primitive element of F q . Denote by X ∈ X and Y ∈ Y the random variables (RVs) associated to the channel 978-1-7281-0962-6/19/$31.00 ©2019 IEEE input and channel output, respectively, and by x and y their realizations. Then, the transition probabilities of the q-SC are
The capacity of the q-SC, in symbols per channel use, is
For a given channel output y, we introduce the normalized log-likelihood vector, also referred to as L-vector,
whose elements are obtained as
From (1), we have
where
III. SYMBOL MESSAGE PASSING DECODING
In this section, we describe the proposed SMP algorithm in detail, assuming transmission over the q-SC. SMP decoding is an iterative algorithm, where CNs and VNs exchange q-ary messages. The basic steps of SMP are as follows.
i. Initialization. At the first iteration, each VN v sends to all c ∈ N (v) m
iii. VN-to-CN step. Let E (ℓ) be an aggregated extrinsic Lvector, with
Then, each VN computes
Whenever multiple maximizing arguments exist, the arg max function returns one of them at random with uniform probability. The VN operation can be interpreted as if the CNs and the channel would vote for the value of the code symbol associated to the VN. The VN assigns different weights to the CN and channel votes and selects the element with the highest score. In (5), the L-vector corresponding to the channel observation is obtained from (2) using the channel error probability ϵ. Further, we model the CN-to-VN messages, as an observation of the symbol X (associated to v), at the output of an extrinsic q-SC channel [3] , [17] . The extrinsic channel error probability is denoted by ξ (ℓ) and is used to compute the corresponding L-vectors in (5). In general, the error probabilities ξ (ℓ) are not known. Estimates can be obtained from DE analysis, as proposed in [3] , [4] . iv. Final decision. After iterating steps ii. and iii. for ℓ max iterations, the final decision at each VN is computed aŝ
A. Complexity Analysis
The complexity of SMP is implementation dependent and can be studied from many perspectives. Here, we focus on the data flow in the decoder, as well as on the number of arithmetic operations per iteration.
The internal decoder data flow, defined as the number of bits that are passed in each iteration between VNs and CNs, is given by 2 · n · B · d v , where B is the number of bits used to represent each message. SMP is characterized by a reduced data flow between CNs and VNs compared to the classical belief propagation (BP) decoders for nonbinary LDPC codes [6] , [7] . In SMP all decoder messages are symbols in F q , rather than (q − 1)-ary probability vectors. It follows that B = log 2 q for SMP, while for conventional nonbinary BP decoding B equals (q − 1) times the number of bits used to represent each probability.
The algorithmic complexity of SMP is summarized in Table I and is derived as follows. Consider the CN update in (3). Each incoming and outgoing message is multiplied by an element in F q \0, yielding in total 2d c multiplications per CN. One may precompute the sum of all d c incoming messages, 
To obtain any of the d v extrinsic messages E, the respective incoming L-vector is subtracted from the sum. It follows that at each VN the evaluation of (5) can be implemented with d v + d v = 2d v additions/subtractions. Finally, for each of the d v extrinsic messages a maximum has to be found. The complexity of the proposed algorithm is very similar to the one of the algorithm in [14] , when the latter is operated with list size 1.
IV. DENSITY EVOLUTION ANALYSIS
In this section we derive a DE analysis for regular unstructured LDPC code ensembles. Due to the channel symmetry, without loss of generality, we assume that the all-zero codeword is transmitted. We are interested in the probability that the RV M (ℓ) v→c associated to the VN-to-CN message takes value a at the ℓth iteration, conditioned to the corresponding codeword symbol being zero,
The initial probabilities p
The iterative decoding threshold of a code ensemble C q dv,dc is defined as the maximum channel parameter ϵ ⋆ , so that for all
0 tends to 1 as the block-length n and the number of iterations ℓ tend to infinity [2] .
Remark 1. As for the message passing algorithms proposed in [3], [4], DE analysis plays a two-fold role. On one hand, it allows deriving the iterative decoding threshold of the LDPC code ensemble under analysis. On the other hand, the analysis provides as a byproduct through (6) estimates of the extrinsic channel reliabilities ξ (ℓ) to be used in step iii. of the decoding algorithm. The estimates turn to be accurate when decoding is applied to long codes (this is in fact the regime in which DE analysis captures well the evolution of the message probability distributions).

Let s (ℓ)
a be the probability that a CN-to-VN message takes value a at the ℓth iteration. We have
where ψ j,a is the probability that j erroneous messages sum up to a. Under the all-zero codeword assumption, the extrinsic channel at the VN input is a q-SC with error probability
The probability that j independent RVs defined over F q , with zero probability assigned to the 0 symbol and with uniform probability mass function over F q \ 0, sum up to zero is [18, Appendix A]
) .
Due to symmetry, for any a ̸ = 0, we obtain
Let us consider next the VN-to-CN messages. Define the random vector F (ℓ) ,
and its realization f (ℓ) ,
where F (ℓ) a denotes the RV associated to the number of CNto-VN messages that take value a at the ℓth iteration, and f and the channel observation y by
Further, F (ℓ) conditioned to X = 0 is multinomially distributed, with
Let us denote by I(P) the indicator function (I(P) takes value 1 if the proposition P is true and 0 otherwise). Let E (ℓ) be the set of maximizers of E (ℓ) , i.e.,
We may write
Due to symmetry, for any a ̸ = 0 we have
Note that, already for moderate values of q and d v , the evaluation of (7) might be too complex. In the Appendix, we provide tight upper and lower bounds on p
0 , which can be evaluated efficiently.
V. NUMERICAL RESULTS
In Table II we give iterative decoding thresholds on the q-SC for the ensemble C q 3,5 for various q. As a comparison, iterative decoding thresholds from [14] are reported for the simplest setup with list size c = 1. Despite the larger message alphabet size for the algorithm in [14] with list size 1 (which includes an additional erasure symbol), SMP yields better thresholds.
1 This is owing to the proper choice of the message is not listed here, owing to a zero decoding threshold on the q-SC. For the binary case, the thresholds coincide with those achieved by the Gallager B algorithm. In fact, it is easy to recognize that SMP with q = 2 reduces, over the BSC, to the Gallager B algorithm. Interestingly, there seems to be no single regular LDPC code ensemble with rate-1/2 that outperforms all others in terms of decoding threshold for all q. 
VI. CONCLUSIONS
We presented symbol message passing, a low-complexity decoding algorithm for q-ary LDPC codes. A DE analysis is presented for regular ensembles over the q-SC. It yields iterative decoding thresholds and message weights which result in performance advantages with respect to a competing scheme of similar complexity. We also derived tight upper and lower bounds on the VN message error probabilities, which allow efficient and accurate computation of the thresholds.
APPENDIX EFFICIENT EVALUATION OF DENSITY EVOLUTION
We derive tight upper and lower bounds on (7), which can be efficiently evaluated. For the sake of simplicity, whenever possible we drop the iteration count in the following. Let µ j (F ) denote the number of elements of F equal to j, i.e.,
Let us define t b as
where we consider channels with non-zero capacity, i.e., D(·) > 0. Let VN v receive a channel message y = 0, and f 0 messages with value 0 from its neighbors. Whenever
the outgoing VN-to-CN message will be 0. Further, whenever
the outgoing VN-to-CN message will take value 0 with probability 1/µ t0 (F ). Similar considerations can be made when y ̸ = 0. Thus, for q > 2, we may recast (7). This yields (8) , where (F i ) = t 1 X = 0, F 0 = t 1 ,
An upper bound on p (ℓ) 0 is obtained as follows. Whenever the aggregated L-vector E (ℓ) has κ > 1 maxima, one of them being at 0, we assume that E (ℓ) has the minimum possible number of maxima. We thus replace the terms (a), (b), (c) in (8) by 1/2, 1/2, and 1/3, respectively. Similarly, a lower bound can be obtained by replacing the terms (a), (b), (c) in (8) by 1/(κ max + 1), 1/κ ′ max , and 1/(κ ′′ max + 1), respectively. For the lower bound we thus overestimate the number of maxima. Both upper and lower bounds can be efficiently evaluated using a result in [19] . Both bounds are tight for the ensembles in Tables II and III . In fact, they coincide in the first 6 decimal digits.
